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wireless router Routers often utilize 802.11n as their communication technology. Because many consumer routers have only
one wireless NIC, this means that the entire router has to be replaced if it's just not capable of handling 802.11n or you need to
upgrade the wireless NIC. (If you're thinking of doing this yourself, save yourself some money and just get a new router.) The
new firmware will enable the 2Wire WL2200N to operate on 5 GHz channels. With Apple's latest WWDC keynote, it looks like
the AirPort Express will be getting an update to enable it to operate on the 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz bands. Installation will require a
new 5-pin 802.11n wireless antenna. The firmware update should be available by next week. There are a number of options that
you can consider to convert your 2Wire WL2200N to work with 5 GHz. The simplest way is to replace the wireless NIC with an
802.11n card. This will most likely require a new PCI-E slot. If you don't already have a PCI-E slot on your PC you can get one
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here: PCI-E slot covers. If you'd like to avoid buying a new wireless card you can find a solution on Instructables that involves a
PoE upgrade. The PoE adapter will replace the wireless NIC and power the PoE device (from two outlets) from the
router.#!/usr/bin/env python # Copyright (c) 2009 Google Inc. All rights reserved. # Use of this source code is governed by a
BSD-style license that can be # found in the LICENSE file. """ Unit tests for the msvs.py file. """ import gyp.generator.msvs as
msvs import unittest import StringIO class TestSequenceFunctions(unittest.TestCase): def setUp(self): self.stderr =
StringIO.StringIO() def test_GetLinesWithWindowsEol(self): windows_lines = [ 'first line', 'second line ', 'third line', 'fourth
line', ] self.assertEqual( 82157476af
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